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Fowler (1988)
The most important point about
any biological models is that you
should not believe in them too
much. Their proper use is as
rough guidelines and as
prompts for further thoughts.









R’s of Radiobiology

� Repair
� Repopulation
� Reoxygenation
� Redistribution
� Regression
� Recruitment
� Reseeding
� Radiosensitivity



Use of bioeffect models 
in Radiotherapy

� Retrospective analysis of clinical data
� Design of treatment schemes
� Modification of treatment schemes
� Determination of TCP and NTCP
� Prospective analysis of clinical data 
� Arriving at tolerance biological dose 

values





What about the tumour ?



Fowler (1988)

NSD, CRE, TDF be consigned to
the historical museum. The place
occupied by them in the museum
must be an honoured one.



Orton (1988)
But some are useful. Provided the user
realizes that all the models provide
approximate representations of the highly
complex series of biological events which
occur during the course of radiotherapy,
then the models are really useful.





Dale (1994)



Tissue α/β
(Gy)

µ
(hr-1)

K 
(Gy/day)

T0
(day)

Tumour
Point A
Rectum
Bladder

10.0

3.87
4.00 

0.69

0.46
0.46

0.5

0
0

28

0
0

Carcinoma of the cervix

Head and neck cancer

Tissue α/β
(Gy)

µ
(hr-1)

K 
(Gy/day
)

T0
(day)

Tumour

Early 
resp
Late 
resp

13.4

11.2

4.3 

0.69

1.40

0.46

0.76

0.5

0

28

28

0











Anatomical images
�X-ray
�Ultrasound
�CT
�MRI

Biological images
Metabolic
Biochemical
Physiological
Functional
Should also encompass 
molecular, genotypic and 
phenotypic images







Radiobiologically based indices

Tumour control probability (TCP)
Normal tissue complication probability (NTCP)
Equivalent uniform dose distribution (EUD)
Biologically effective uniform dose (BUD)













The more I know,
the less I understand
All the things I thought I knew,
I have to learn again





Thanks and keep smiling


